
Yazeed Bzadough Website: yazeedb.com
Senior Front-End Engineer Email: ybzadough@gmail.com

Senior Front-End Engineer / Amazon (Sep 2022 - Present)

Leading a team of 8 front-end engineers. Responsible for overall technical direction of AWS Config
Console, integrating with many AWS services such as S3, IAM, and Config at a global scale.

Led delivery of VP-level goal to fix 200+ accessibility violations for Section508 compliance, meeting the
deadline before most other AWS Consoles.

Regularly mentored 4+ front-end engineers.

Introduced pre-production canary testing within my first 90 days, leading to a 70% decrease in canary
production errors and a significant operational win for the team.

Implemented cross-team ticket triaging standards to reduce inbound ticket queue by 20% within 2
months.

Introduced front-end integration testing, which saved each engineer 2+ hours on average per code
change by testing complex workflows in our local environments without end-to-end testing.

Resolved a high-severity security issue by leveraging undocumented API functionality, and after
delivering the solution, worked with our technical writers to release public documentation for all
customers.

Principal Front-End Engineer / ADP (Dec 2020 - Aug 2022)

Maintain internal design system, mobile, and desktop apps for Roll by ADP.

Allow screen-reader users to access critical functionality through SR labels, ARIA, and semantic HTML.

Refactor legacy code while delivering full-stack features and bug fixes.

Mentor and collaborate with junior to senior developers and architects.

Cross-collaborate with Business Analysts, UX Designers and Writers.

Create documentation and video tutorials to increase developer onboarding efficiency.

Software Architect, Co-Founder / Neurify Technologies LLC (Dec 2021 - Mar 2023)

Built web app that allows teams of EEG technicians to monitor patients during their 1-3 consecutive day
studies, on any device with real-time alerts/messaging based on key lifecycle factors.

Advertised at US’s largest epilepsy conference. Gained the interest of a $500 million conglomerate in
our target market, to provide them a competitive edge in a sibling market for a $2 million acquisition.

Lead Front-End Developer and Designer / Cigna (July 2017 - Dec 2020)

Built benefit conversion application, expected to save the company millions of dollars by automating 20
years of manual spreadsheet work.

Leading ReactJS migration, expected to save millions by cutting client onboarding and maintenance
costs, and retiring legacy benefit management systems.

Mentored interns, junior, and senior developers of all backgrounds.

Delivered React Hooks presentation to 100 company developers, resulting in teams migrating and
consulting me on its best practices.

Front-End Developer / Forbes (May 2016 - July 2017)
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